
Course Evaluations
1. More examples 

• Worked examples on whiteboard? 

• Concrete examples of settings 

2. Too fast 

• Too much material for time available 

• More time on math parts, proofs 

• Awkwardly placed midterm 

• Too many details, not enough big picture (utility theory right away?)



Course Evaluations

3. Liked recaps, fun games 

4. Slides with answers 

• Would make reviewing easier 

5. Disliked: Physical classroom 

• I couldn't agree more :(



Going Forward

• Framing example for each lecture 

• Second section will be more student-driven 

• Zero in on the parts of the papers that people have 
trouble with 

• I'll update slides with answers to in-lecture questions



Behavioural Economics 
Intro

CMPUT 654: Modelling Human Strategic Behaviour 
 

Kahneman & Tversky (1979)



Lecture Outline

1. Midterm Course Evaluations 

2. Recap 

3. Anomalies 

4. Prospect Theory



Recap: Game theory!
• Game theory: Interactions among rational agents 

• "Rational" means  
"Preferences representable by expected utility maximization" 

• Every game can be represented as a normal-form game 

• Richer representations for sequential action (extensive-form games), uncertainty 
about actions (imperfect information games), uncertainty about payoffs 
(Bayesian games), uncertainty about when the game ends (repeated games) 

• Nash equilibrium as the main solution concept 

• Rational expectations: Every agent correctly forecasts others' strategies 

• Rational action: Every agent maximizes own utility subject to others' strategies



Kahneman & Tversky (1979)
• Paper structure: 

1. Present behavioural anomalies 

2. Present model of behaviour that accounts for them 

• This paper's model is restricted to 2-outcome prospects 

• Later extension (Cumulative Prospect Theory) is what is often 
cited 

• Neither model is used much in application 

• One of the first widely-accepted papers to present these ideas



Allais (1953)
 VOLUME 21 OCTOBER, 1953 NUMBER 4

 LE COMPORTEMENT DE L'HOMME RATIONNEL DEVANT
 LE RISQUE: CRITIQUE DES POSTULATS ET AXIOMES DE

 L'ECOLE AMERICAINE1

 PAR M. ALLAIS2

 ENGLISH SUMMARY

 The most important points of this article can be summarized as
 follows:

 (1) Contrary to the apparent belief of many authors, the concept
 of cardinal utility, s(x), can be defined in an operational manner

 either by considering equivalent differences of levels of satis-
 faction or by use of the Weber-Fechner minimum sensible or

 psychological threshold.
 Thus one can associate a psychological value s(x) with each

 monetary value x.

 lUne premiere version de cet article a 6te donnee dans une etude plus
 gen6rale intitulee "Notes th6oriques sur l'incertitude de l'avenir et le ris-
 que" qui a ete pr6sent6e au Congres Europeen d'Econometrie en Septembre
 1951. Une deuxieme version en a ete present6e sous forme d'une communication
 au Colloque International sur le Risque qui s'est tenu a Paris en Mai 1952. Le
 lecteur pourra trouver dans le m6moire que nous avons redig6 a cette occasion
 toutes les justifications math6matiques des r6sultats indiqu6s cidessous avec de
 nombreux exemples que, faute de place, nous n'avons pu faire figurer dans cet
 article. Nous ne saurions trop conseiller au lecteur qui s'int6resserait aux indica-
 tions qui suivent de se reporter a ce m6moire.

 EDITOR'S NOTE: The problem discussed in Professor Allais' paper is of an ex-
 tremely subtle sort and it seems to be difficult to reach a general agreement on the
 main points at issue. I had a vivid impression of these difficulties at the Paris
 colloquium in May, 1952. One evening when a small number of the prominent con-
 tributors to this field of study found themselves gathered around a table under
 the most pleasant exterior circumstances, it even proved to be quite a bit of a
 task to clear up in a satisfactory way misunderstandings in the course of the con-
 versation. The version of Professor Allais' paper, which is now published
 in ECONOMETRICA, has emerged after many informal exchanges of views, including
 work done by editorial referees. Hardly anything more is now to be gained by a
 continuation of such procedures. The paper is therefore now published as it stands
 on the author's responsibility. The editor is convinced that the paper will be a
 most valuable means of preventing inbreeding of thoughts in this important
 field.-R.F.

 2 Nous croyons devoir remercier ici tout particulierement MM. Capoulade, de
 Finetti, Mathieu, Lavaill, Lesourne, Mass6, Mercier, et Morlat pour leurs observa-
 tions et suggestions qui nous ont et6 particulierement precieuses.
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Problem 1

Choose between: 

A. 2,500 with probability .33 
2,400 with probability .66 
0        with probability .01 

B. 2,400 with probability 1

• Most people (82%) choose A 

• Question: 
What is implied under utility 
theory?



Problem 2

Choose between: 

C. 2,500 with probability .33 
0        with probability .67 

D. 2,400 with probability .34 
0        with probability .66

• Most people (83%) choose D 

• Question: 
What is implied under utility 
theory?



Problem 3

Choose between: 

A. 4,000 with probability .80 
0        with probability .20 

B. 3,000 with probability 1

• Most people (80%) choose B 



Problem 4

Choose between: 

C. 4,000 with probability .20 
0        with probability .80 

D. 3,000 with probability .25 
0        with probability .75

• Most people (65%) choose C 

• C=[.2:4000] ≻ D=[.25:3000], 
but 
B=[1:3000] ≻ A=[.8:4000] 

• But D=[.25:B], and C=[.25:A] 

• These preferences violate the 
Substitutability axiom



Certainty Effect

• Certainty Effect: People overweight outcomes that are 
certain relative to outcomes that are close to certain 

• Example of substitutability failure 

• Many utility anomalies are of this kind



Reflection Effect

• Switching the sign switches the preferences 

• Modal subject is risk-averse in gains, and  
risk-seeking in losses

268 D. KAHNEMAN AND A. TVERSKY 

The Reflection Effect 

The previous section discussed preferences between positive prospects, i.e., 
prospects that involve no losses. What happens when the signs of the outcomes are 
reversed so that gains are replaced by losses? The left-hand column of Table I 
displays four of the choice problems that were discussed in the previous section, 
and the right-hand column displays choice problems in which the signs of the 
outcomes are reversed. We use -x to denote the loss of x,and > to denote the 
prevalent preference, i.e., the choice made by the majority of subjects. 

TABLE I 

Posltlve prospects Negative prospects 

Problem 3: (4,000, .80) < (3,000). Problem 3': (-4,000, .80) 1 (-3,000). 
N = 9 5  [201 N = 9 5  [921* [81 

Problem 4:  (4,000, .20) > (3,000, .25). Problem 4': (-4,000, .20) < (-3,000, .25). 
N = 95 [651* [351 N = 9 5  [421 [581

Problem 7 :  (3,000, .90) > (6,000, .45). Problem 7' :  (-3,000, .90) < (-6,000, .45). 
N = 6 6  [86]* [I41 N=66  [81 r921* 

Problem 8: (3,000, ,002) < (6,000, ,001). Problem 8': (-3,000, ,002) > (-6,000, ,001). 
N = 6 6  ~271 [731* N = 6 6  r701* ~301 

In each of the four problems in Table I the preference between negative 
prospects is the mirror image of the preference between positive prospects. Thus, 
the reflection of prospects around 0 reverses the preference order. We label this 
pattern the reflection effect. 

Let us turn now to the implications of these data. First, note that the reflection 
effect implies that risk aversion in the positive domain is accompanied by risk 
seeking in the negative domain. In Problem 3', for example, the majority of 
subjects were willing to accept a risk of .80 to lose 4,000, in preference to a sure 
loss of 3,000, although the gamble has a lower expected value. The occurrence of 
risk seeking in choices between negative prospects was noted early by Markowitz 
[29].Williams [48] reported data where a translation of outcomes produces a 
dramatic shift from risk aversion to risk seeking. For example, his subjects were 
indifferent between (100, .65; - 100, .35) and (O), indicating risk aversion. They 
were also indifferent between (-200, .80) and (-loo), indicating risk seeking. A 
recent review by Fishburn and Kochenberger [14] documents the prevalence of 
risk seeking in choices between negative prospects. 

Second, recall that the preferences between the positive prospects in Table I are 
inconsistent with expected utility theory. The preferences between the cor-
responding negative prospects also violate the expectation principle in the same 
manner. For example, Problems 3' and 4', like Problems 3 and 4, demonstrate that 
outcomes which are obtained with certainty are overweighted relative to 
uncertain outcomes. In the positive domain, the certainty effect contributes to a 
risk averse preference for a sure gain over a larger gain that is merely probable. In 
the negative domain, the same effect leads to a risk seeking preference for a loss 



Reference Dependence
Problem 11: After being given 1,000, 
choose between: 

A. [.5: 1,000] 

B. [500] 

Problem 12: After being given 2,000, 
choose between: 

C. [.5: -1,000] 

D. [-500]

• Most subjects:  B ≻ A, but C ≻ D 

• But A=C and B=D in final outcomes 

• Reference dependence:  
People evaluate changes, not final 
outcomes.



Prospects

• Paper proposes a model of how people choose among risky 
prospects (aka lotteries) 

• Strictly positive or strictly negative prospects:  
all outcomes are the same sign 

• Regular prospects: neither strictly positive nor negative



Prospect Theory
• People choose the prospect that maximizes V 

• For regular prospects:  
V(p:x, q:y) = 𝜋(p)v(x) + 𝜋(q)v(y) 

• For strictly positive or negative prospects where |x| > |y|:  
V(p:x, q:y) = v(y) + 𝜋(p)[v(x) - v(y)] 

• 𝜋 is the decision weight function 

• v is the subjective value function



Subjective Value Function

(i) Reference dependence: 
Defined on changes 

(ii) Loss aversion:  
Steeper for losses than gains 

(iii) Reflection effect: 
Concave in gains, convex in 
losses

279 PROSPECT THEORY 

a less desirable neighborhood. Hence, the derived value (utility) function of an 
individual does not always reflect "pure" attitudes to money, since it could be 
affected by additional consequences associated with specific amounts. Such 
perturbations can readily produce convex regions in the value function for gains 
and concave regions in the value function for losses. The latter case may be 
more common since large losses often necessitate changes in life style. 

A salient characteristic of attitudes to changes in welfare is that losses loom 
larger than gains. The aggravation that one experiences in losing a sum of money 
appears to be greater than the pleasure associated with gaining the same amount 
[17].Indeed, most people find symmetric bets of the form (x, SO; -x, .50) 
distinctly unattractive. Moreover, the aversiveness of symmetric fair bets 
generally increases with the size of the stake. That is, if x >y 2 0 ,  then 
(y, SO; -y, SO) is preferred to (x, SO; -x, .50). According to equation (I),there-
fore, 

v(y)+v(-y)>v(x)+v(-x)  and v( -y) -u( -x)>v(x) -v(~) .  

Setting y =0 yields v(x) < -v(-x), and letting y approach x yields vl(x) < 
v'(-x), provided v', the derivative of v, exists. Thus, the value function for losses is 
steeper than the value function for gains. 

In summary, we have proposed that the value function is (i) defined on 
deviations from the reference point; (ii) generally concave for gains and com- 
monly convex for losses; (iii) steeper for losses than for gains. A value function 
which satisfies these properties is displayed in Figure 3. Note that the proposed 
S-shaped value function is steepest at the reference point, in marked contrast to 
the utility function postulated by Markowitz [29]which is relatively shallow in that 
region. 

VALUE 

FIGURE3.-A hypothetical value function. 



Decision Weight Function
Certainty effect: 
High probability uncertain 
events underweighted;  
Low probability uncertain events 
overweighted 

• Nonlinear (often S-shaped in 
later work) 

• Not well-behaved at 
endpoints: 

• 𝜋(0)=0, 𝜋(1) = 1

283 PROSPECT THEORY 

their ability to comprehend and evaluate extreme probabilities, highly unlikely 
events are either ignored or overweighted, and the difference between high 
probability and certainty is either neglected or exaggerated. Consequently, T is 
not well-behaved near the end-points. 

0 .5 1.0 

STATED PROBABILITY: p 

FIGURE4.-A hypothetical weighting function. 

The following example, due to Zeckhauser, illustrates the hypothesized 
nonlinearity of T.Suppose you are compelled to play Russian roulette, but are 
given the opportunity to purchase the removal of one bullet from the loaded gun. 
Would you pay as much to reduce the number of bullets from four to three as you 
would to reduce the number of bullets from one to zero? Most people feel that 
they would be willing to pay much more for a reduction of the probability of death 
from 1/6 to zero than for a reduction from 416 to 3/6. Economic considerations 
would lead one to pay more in the latter case, where the value of money 
is presumably reduced by the considerable probability that one will not live to 
enjoy it. 

An obvious objection to the assumption that ~ ( p jf p involves comparisons 
between prospects of the form ( x ,  p  ;x,  q )  and ( x ,  p ' ;  x ,  q ' ) ,  where p +q =p' + q '  < 
1 .  Since any individual will surely be indifferent between the two prospects, it 
could be argued that this observation entails ~ ( p )+~ ( q )= +~ ( q ' ) ,~ ( p ' )  which in 
turn implies that T is the identity function. This argument is invalid in the present 
theory, which assumes that the probabilities of identical outcomes are combined 
in the editing of prospects. A more serious objection to the nonlinearity of T 

involves potential violations of dominance. Suppose x >y >0, p >p',  and p +q = 
p' +q'  <1; hence, ( x ,  p ;  y, q )  dominates ( x ,  p ' ;  y, q ' ) .  If preference obeys 



Issues
• Nonlinear decision weight function is hard to operate with 

• Extension to more than 2 outcomes is nontrivial 

• (see Cumulative Prospect Theory) 

• Specifying the reference point is nontrivial 

• It can change remarkably quickly 

• It's not always just status quo


